Storage Product Engineering
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Integrate diverse products; sustain innovation; launch new products and solutions-The
Storage Industry is characterized by a business environment filled with many
challenges. How can you overcome them without diluting your efficiencies and focus
on meeting market needs?
Tata Consultancy Services (TCS) brings you the answer with Storage Product
Engineering and Consulting (SPEC). Leveraging our product engineering strength and
years of experience across technologies and domains, we become a part of your
product lifecycle and help you develop, test, launch, and sustain novel products and
solutions quickly.
Overview
Storage enterprises face the tall order of launching new and high
quality products quickly, and at reduced costs. With the ever
increasing digital footprint and new business models being
woven around data storage, retrieval & security, there is a need to
devise solutions that support the requirements of next
generation data center and the collaborative, pervasive, and
mobile enterprise. However, along with this, there are other
factors that call for attention:
n
Innovation: In the fiercely competitive environment, there is a

constant need to innovate. This means enabling your technical
teams to specialize and focus on what they do best advancing the boundaries of technology;

Innovation: Support your complete product development and
n
sustenance lifecycles, and supplement the efforts of your inhouse teams to launch new products and solutions quickly;
Integration: Provide solutions which integrate your diverse
n
products and create a product suite that augments your
existing portfolio;
Synchronization: Help create differentiated products that are
n
based on standards and function optimally in a heterogeneous
environment.
Storage Technology Spread
Solutions

Functional Areas

Backup and Recovery

File Systems

Storage Resource Management

Protocols

Content Management

Device Drivers

Information Lifecycle
Management

Standards based Interfaces for
Interoperability

n
Integration: Integrating the diverse products acquired from

mergers, while overcoming technological and architectural
disparity to create an integrated product portfolio;
n
Synchronization: Synchronizing the array of products and

operating systems from multiple vendors in a data centre
environment for efficient performance.
At TCS, a number of consultants have been working with storage
companies for over a decade, providing product engineering
services and solutions to help them meet the needs of their
customers. With a deep understanding of your industry and pain
areas, we help you in:

Appliances

SAN

Operating System
Embedded
Firmware

NAS

DAS
Platforms

CAS

Tape
Library

VTL

Linux/Unix
Windows
Other Proprietary OS

TCS provides solutions and engineering services across the
storage technology spectrum.

Our offerings
Our wide range of offerings addresses the needs of storage appliance vendors from the application layer to the storage silicon.
We endeavour to support you at every step of the product development cycle - right from proof of concept to product end of life

Storage - Service Offerings

n
Problem Diagnosis
n
Enhancements
n
Release Management
n
L2 & L3 Support

Storage
Sustenance

n
Idea Factory

n
Functional Testing
n
Integration Testing

n
Proof of Concept

n
Regression Testing

n
Development
n
Integration

Storage
Design &
Development

Storage
Quality
Assurance

Performance Testing
n
Stress Testing
n
Interop & Compliance Testing
n

TCS
SPEC
n
System on a Chip
n
VLSI - ASIC Design
n
Device Drivers

Storage
Hardware

Storage
Solutions

ILM
n
Disaster Recovery
n
Enterprise Product Integration
n
- Microsoft, SAP, Oracle
Information Security
n
Virtualization
n

Other
Services

Consolidation
n

Technical Documentation
n
Performance Engineering
n
Platform Migration and
n
Porting Services

Why TCS
TCS value enablers that have made a difference to our clients in
the storage industry:
n
A Storage Centre of Excellence that supports R&D, consulting,
industry interaction (SNIA) and academic collaboration;
n
A strong Storage Community that leverages the vast

knowledge base within TCS. This facilitates a whole ecosystem
of multi-disciplinary knowledge and research support, leading
to continuous generation of reusable assets and solution
accelerators;
n
A dedicated pool of Certified Storage Professionals (SNIA as

well as vendor specific), with experience in every class of
storage appliance (SAN, NAS, CAS, DAS, VTL, Tape Libraries and
so on) and storage software;

n
A mature Product Development and Product Quality

Assurance (QA) methodology that enables us to deliver
consistent results despite changing product specifications;
Solutions around open source products and expertise on open
n
source tools specific to QA automation for storage software
and appliances.

Benefits of SPEC

About Tata Consultancy Services (TCS)

TCS has vast experience and capabilities in Primary, Nearline,
and Secondary Storage. With a bouquet of specialized services
that make a difference at every stage of the product lifecycle,
we can:

Tata Consultancy Services is an IT services, business solutions and
outsourcing organization that delivers real results to global
businesses, ensuring a level of certainty no other firm can match.
TCS offers a consulting-led, integrated portfolio of IT and ITenabled services delivered through its unique Global Network
Delivery ModelTM, recognized as the benchmark of excellence in
software development.

n
Optimize costs through our reusable assets and frameworks

specifically developed for the storage industry.
n
Reduce test cycle time through TCS' patented Product Test

Methodology (Q4).
n
Use TCS' vast experience of technologies to ensure that your

products and solutions integrate seamlessly with your end
clients' legacy infrastructure and simply work better.
TM

to access global technical capabilities
to respond quickly to changes in product strategy, vision and
direction.

Contact
To know more about TCS Storage Product Engineering and Consulting,
contact storage.coe@tcs.com
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n
Leverage TCS' GNDM

A part of the Tata Group, India's largest industrial conglomerate,
TCS has over 160,000 of the world's best trained IT consultants in
42 countries. The Company generated consolidated revenues of
over US $6.3 billion for fiscal year ended 31 March 2010 and is
listed on the National Stock Exchange and Bombay Stock
Exchange in India. For more information, visit us at www.tcs.com

